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Dear Sir or Madam,
please find enclosed answers to questions of the European commission
concerning the reformation of the Bank unit structures.
With regards, Torsten Wierschin
-->
Question.1) Can get a structural reform, the excessive complexity,
risk taking and debt as well as the difficulty in the settlement under
control?

Yes. The business (lending, deposits, payment services) and To
separate commercial activities (investment banking) from each other,
is
the implicit government guarantee an end of the trading activities
unfairly benefit and to their excessive Growth has led.

This bank activities are by nature very different (in terms of risk /
evaluation, profits and cost structure, culture, etc.):

A separation would their evaluation, monitoring and simplify
management. Such a separation would be the handling of the banks -
make it possible - even the greatest among them. This reduces the risk
that taxpayers have to pay for the bank bailout again. A clearly
defined and consistently introduced two-tier banking system would also
reduce the risk of infection. Firewalls between the different units of
the banks to prevent a unit, the other puts them in danger.

Question.7-9) Which tier banking system should be considered why, at
what cost and with what benefits?

The main reason for separation is that sources of funding and capital
can be shoved from one activity to another guest, and that thereby the
deposit business subsidizes the investment banking.

Solely those proposals which separates the financing of the banking
activities of each other, are worthy of support. This means, as it
shows that ownership unbundling (ownership separation) must be
completed, and only those solutions can be considered a functional
separation with strict

Restrictions on economic and organizational linkages (functional
separation with tighter restrictions) provide (see table below from
the consultation paper).
A complete separation is most effective, in that the possibility of
public support trading activities and of "cheating" and the effort
required to monitor are reduced to a minimum.

Through various funding sources of each Commercial and investment
banking activities can both stand on their own, with their own
respective risk profile, activities
activities and business cultures. Investors, too, is so easily
recognizable, the risk they take. Commercial banks would be
cost-effective, which, ultimately, their customers, whether consumers
memory or company benefit.
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